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Abstract

Intelligent Energy Management Systems (EMSs), both for homes and
buildings, have been designed with the goal of presenting information
regarding energy spending and cost, aiming at fostering reductions in
consumption.

However, EMSs user interfaces are primarily designed to present en-
ergy consumption data to be interpreted by facilities and energy managers;
the design of EMS user interfaces in a way that effectively triggers changes
in user behavior still remains an open issue [1, 2, 3].

This work discusses different aspects of user behavior transformation
and analyses the most relevant work in the area, identifying a set of design
principles that are applied in the development of a graphical user interface
of a domestic Energy Management software. This interface is augmented
with elements that motivate users to take action towards energy saving.
Results indicate that, when coupled appropriate interface elements, energy
reporting becomes more effective at inducing adequate user actions and
raising awareness.

1 Introduction

The upsurge of interest in energy management has established Energy Man-
agement Systems (EMS) as crucial instruments to analyze energy-related data.
They became ubiquitous tools for facilities and energy managers to diagnose
sources of inefficient usage and implement preventive and corrective actions.
However, recently EMSs are presenting energy consumption data not only to
experts but also, increasingly, to occupants, in an effort to raise the awareness
regarding the impact of their actions and choices on energy consumption and
also to elicit their cooperation in addressing the facilities energy consumption
issues.
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According to a study by Anderson and White, EMSs focus mostly on con-
sumption information [4] and not so much on how it can be translated into
appropriate energy-saving actions.

In the energy domain, reporting alone is responsible for savings from 5 to
12% [5]. As stated before, reporting does not explicitly lead to actions. More-
over, forcing users to analyze graphs and numeric values and then coming up
with the more appropriate actions is not always trivial and can often lead to
the wrong actions and big discrepancies between users [6]. Furthermore, con-
sumers often feel confused when savings are presented under the format of CO2

associated to power (W) or consumption (Wh) units [7]. Few studies have ad-
dressed the effects of user behavior transformation (UBT) in the energy domain
pointing to potential savings above 20% [8, 9, 10].

This work gathered information about user behavior transformation, its di-
mensions, describe each one, and show how they can be used to transform cur-
rent behaviors into smarter and more conscious actions applied to the energy
domain.

This study also describes the development of a new energy reporting solu-
tion aimed to be UBT-suitable. This development was performed closely with
13 target users, resulting on a field study. After the development process of the
new system, results were obtained which emphasize the need of UBT-suitable
solutions, describing which ones are the most suited, and validating the devel-
opment methodology.

2 Concepts

This section frames this paper on how a UBT driven system should be designed.
Findings from the literature are assessed and discussed.

2.1 User Behavior Transformation

Habits can come from several sources, amongst which we can highlight social
norms, peer values or house rules [11]. In order to give control of choices back to
consumers, focus must be put on awareness, followed by behavior transformation
so that the consumer may take conscious decisions in future actions.

A practical strategy for user behavior transformation aims is warning user
about possible issues, providing solutions and then maintaining the user involved
in the pursuit of better actions. Overall, user behavior transformation rests on
two major factors: Education and Motivation, without which, user behavior
could either be inefficient or not lasting [5, 9, 12].

2.2 User Interface Design

Several principles must be taken into account when designing an interface that
has a high acceptance level. Jakob Nielsen landmark has contributed for the
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definition of what is now known has the ten heuristics of usability to guide
designers when developing an interface [13].

2.3 Energy data reporting

The data displayed consists of readings of energy resource consumption, usually
measured with the help of an energy metering system. In this section, we will
analyze how existing energy data reporting systems are designed.

2.3.1 Relevant energy reporting information

Anderson and White point out that information such as current rate of consump-
tion and cumulative expenditure are the most important ones [4]. Moreover,
they also suggest that cumulative expenditure should be available in different
time scales, i.e. daily, weekly, monthly and yearly consumption.

2.3.2 Energy data presentation concerns

Having defined the data that is essential to report, we now need to know how to
present it. As mentioned in the previous section, people have different concerns.
This also applies to energy report [14, 15]. To address this issue, it is common
for energy reporting systems to display consumption in terms of unit of energy
(kWh) and monetary values.

3 Related Work

This section conducts a theoretical study on the characteristics of current sys-
tems and technologies so that they can be considered as UBT prone. In particu-
lar, how current interfaces support UBT. Finally, a comparative study between
existing systems and how well they support UBT requirements will be presented.

3.1 Studies about UBT on the energy domain

A paper by Froehlich [16] provides ten concise and well-defined design dimen-
sions that can be applied to user behavior transformation. The suggested dimen-
sions can be used to evaluate the quality and efficiency of graphical interfaces
on the energy domain and are described as follows:

Frequency The faster the feedback update, the better the consumers may
grasp the results of their actions [17]. Feedback with higher frequency
may result in greater awareness [5].

Measuring units Measuring units are not always comprehended by the con-
sumers in the same way. Different measuring units should be applied for
distinct targeting groups [5]. Better acknowledgment by different target
groups and higher information impact [18].
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Data granularity Time and space play an important role in energy report-
ing [5, 19]. Different time scales are used for energy data reporting and to
differentiate energy consumption from distinct spaces. This differentiation
helps the consumers to narrow more effectively problem sources, enabling
faster action [2, 5, 20].

Push/Pull A balance must be found between attentiveness, cognitive load and
information relevancy. Considerations must be made between information
displayed (push) and information requested (pull). Too much unsolicited
data or detail can make the user uncomfortable and confused, resulting
in a less efficient reporting. Too little may result on frustration with the
number of interactions required.

Presentation medium When choosing a presentation medium, it is impor-
tant to focus on what kind of information needs to be presented and
interactions to be supported [18]. Choosing a presentation medium that
enables both interaction and information display flexibility, can greatly
improve user motivation and overall acceptance of the system.

Location Several studies conclude that the location of the data reporting de-
vice has an impact on the overall effectiveness of the system [2, 17]. A
poor location (e.g. with low visibility) can result in a complete misuse or
abandon of the energy reporting device.

Visual design Aesthetics, comprehensibility, choice of charts and information
phrasing, are dimensions that users consider when using an interface and,
therefore, should not be overlooked [2]. A user interface is better accepted
if it has an appealing visual design and a common language with the user.

Recommending action User behavior transformation is more effective when
iactions to improve the current energy consumption are recommended [5,
21]. The users are more willing and confident to change their behaviors if
solutions are available to them.

Comparisons The most common comparisons in the existing systems are ef-
ficient neighbors or eco-friendly houses [22]. Benchmarking is an effective
strategy to convey a sense of evolution , thus motivating the user [5].

Comparisons The most common comparisons in the existing systems are ef-
ficient neighbors or eco-friendly houses [22]. Benchmarking is an effective
strategy to convey a sense of evolution , thus motivating the user [5].

Social Sharing When user consumption results are shared, community pres-
sure accumulates and builds higher motivation[3, 23]. Sharing saving ac-
tions with the community will improve user awareness, resulting on a
higher acceptance of the system.
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Score

Opower  G#  G#   G# G#   7
Cloogy        # # G# 5
Current Cost  G# G# G#   G# # # # 0
Owl   G# G#   G# # # # 1

Score 4 2 2 1 4 4 1 -3 -2 -1

Table 1: Evaluation of existing systems according to UBT criteria. In this
table it is possible to infer the lack of support on “Recommending Actions”,
“Comparisons” and “Social Sharing” dimensions.

3.2 Current systems and applications

With the ten dimensions previously described, it is possible to evaluate an in-
terface for energy and the impact it may have on user behavior transformation.

Clearly, with respect to all the dimensions evaluated, a unique system does
not stand out (see Table 1). However, it is possible to point out two systems
that have the highest scores: Opower and Cloogy. Interestingly, these systems
have different goals. In terms of data collection, Cloogy has the upper hand. Its
real-time metering capabilities ensure good data granularity (plug readouts) and
good presentation medium (when using IHD). Opower, in turn, stands out on
motivational (neighbour comparisons) and action recommendation (including
appliance upgrading helper and other saving tips). This suggests that Opower’s
business model focuses more on the user and their needs, whereas Cloogy is
focused more on technology. When trying to apply these systems to the user
behavior transformation model, Opower is the solution with the highest market
share, enlightening that other social factors, such as competition, may have a
strong impact in energy consumption, making it the most UBT appropriate.

The analyzed systems do not focus on changing user behaviors (bottom
score in Table 1). Although some even have the appropriate tools to do it, they
fall short on how the information is transmitted to the consumer, mainly on
suggesting actions on how to be more efficient.

After studying the concepts of the current state of the art in energy reporting
we are led to conclude that current systems do not support the functionalities
needed to fully accomplish UBT, resulting on systems that do not meet the user
expectations [17].
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4 Solution

The design of an effective UBT system requires a holistic view throughout all
process, involving the user from the early beginning [24, 25, 26, 27], which is
commonly lacking in the literature [28]. Therefore, we propose a model that,
instead of focusing on energy consumption data, must provide the right tools
and information in order to appropriately ensure user behavior transformation.
Having a system that is capable of suggesting actions, predict outcomes and
even be a platform of motivation and communication with other users, it can
prove to greatly increase the effectiveness of these systems [5, 17, 21].

The field study of our UBT interface required a great involvement from the
target users, thus, resulted in an iterative development process that implied
creating and testing distinct design variants. Each design variant intended to
stimulate several desired behaviors, which are individually tested. Herein, we
describe the process and thee distinct prototypes developed.

4.1 Plan and Methods

In order to ascertain the advantages of each UBT element, a simple EMS inter-
face was developed as a starting point to an UBT interface. This non-UBT in-
terface will evolve in terms of UBT components and be evaluated incrementally
to enable an individual assessment of each of the components. The methodology
is briefly illustrated in Figure 1.

The methodology described above was applied to the creation of an interface
for energy reporting in a domestic environment. With this work, it was possible
to get to know the target users, system requirements, user behavior inducing
elements and discover difficulties in the development of these kind of systems.

At the end of this work, we achieved an interface well accepted by the users
that promotes user behavioral changes in the energy domain.

5 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this system, more specifically, the inter-
face, three evaluation phases were considered. In order to ascertain its usability,
an user interface evaluation was performed. At the end of its implementation,
an evaluation in terms of energy requirements aimed to evaluate if the developed
system considers the existing studies about energy systems. By taking advan-
tage of those studies and incorporate their most relevant information in the
system, it is more likely to be accepted as an energy reporting system. Lastly,
an evaluation about its effect on users is performed in order to validate the aim
of this system. To change user behaviors, the system must be able to affect the
users intentions in terms of future actions.
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Figure 1: Solution Methodology Diagram. This diagram briefly describes the
methodology used during the execution of this solution. The execution of the
base and user behavior inducing system is illustrated on the left and right sides,
respectively. The tasks represented with a darker color involved user interac-
tions.

5.1 Usability

This evaluation consisted on a structured interview with the users where three
tasks were proposed to the users in order to motivate the interface exploration.
The order in which the interfaces were presented for each task changed with
every user to minimize the learning effect since some of the interfaces were very
similar. These tasks consisted on the most usual scenarios that the users would
face once this system was released.

At the end of the tasks completion, the users were asked to give an overall
evaluation of each interface. This final evaluation intended to measure its us-
ability with Nielsen’s ten usability heuristics previously stated [29, 30]. It was
possible to verify a steady evolution in terms of usability, see Figure 2. It was
expected that with the addition of more complex features in interfaces 3 and
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Figure 2: Usability metrics evaluation. Four interfaces were tested in terms of
their usability and the metrics were divided in four groups: “Global evaluation”,
“Screen”, “Information display” and “Learnability”. The users were asked to
classify from 1(minimum score) to 7 (maximum score) several characteristics for
each group.

4, the usability metrics would be affected negatively. Although the interface 3
results do not represent noticeable improvements, interface 4 proved to be the
most usable by the users, confirming that the constant involvement of the users
on the development process can be very beneficial.

5.2 Energy reporting system evaluation

Although all the development phase aimed at the creation of an energy report-
ing system, an evaluation most be made to validate the nature of this system.
In section “Related Work”, an in depth study was made on the best practices
in energy reporting and current systems in order to examine their characteris-
tics, requirements and other considerations. As such, an evaluation was made
according the those criteria, and this solution proved to incorporate the ideal
characteristics to be considered an UBT interface. The only dimension not well
explored was “Measuring Units”. Attempts were made to incorporate more than
two metrics, but they did not impact users as much, leaving the final interface
with monetary and energy measuring units.

5.3 User behavior influence

Due to limited time and resource constraints, it was not possible to evaluate
the actual impact of this system. These kind of studies not only need fully-
functional systems, but also require several months of preparation and often
years of observation. Since this work only aims to show how an interface may
affect user actions and gather as much data as possible about which and how
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information should to be presented, a theoretical evaluation was the most logical
choice.

To measure the elements impact, the evaluation consisted on interviews with
the target users with a higher focus on the user behavior transforming elements.
The users were asked to classify the UBT elements in terms of their impact on
consumption awareness and how likely that would affect their future actions.

From the results obtained, it is clear that most of the elements developed
suggest turning off appliances (“Cutting”), reduce their usage (“Trimming”)
and the use of alternative methods instead of using appliances (“Switching”).

According to the interviews with the users, the low influence of the “Up-
grade” behavior is due the complexity of that behavior. Buying new appliances
requires a great investment of not only money but also time. Market search
is not trivial, as such, this system attempted to ease it. However, since this
action is rarely used, even with a dedicated interface element, it does not cause
as much impact to the users.

The “Shifting” behavior is also fairly unexplored due the characteristics of
the target users used. The group of users that participated in this study, coin-
cidentally, used a single tariff charging method in their household, as such, they
were not as acquainted with the appliance scheduling method.

6 Conclusions

According to the research made, and by looking at the system comparing section,
it’s clear that current systems do not support the functionalities needed to fully
accomplish UBT.

In this work we describe how to create an interface focused on UBT. This
interface is then tested in terms of usability, as an energy reporting system and
as user behavior inducing. These tests gathered information about practical
implementation, system effectiveness, gains when compared to current interfaces
and overall level of acceptance by the users.

With these new systems, we expect to achieve an increase of more than 200%
saving when compared with current energy reporting systems, i.e. existing
devices report savings ranging from 5% to 12%; with this new approach, we
expect savings of more than 20%.

During the execution of this procedure, several problems were found, such
as having an unavailable target group and disagreement over specific topics. To
overcome these problems, the importance of the communication of the users
with the developers but also among themselves became clear. Meetings and
workshops were arranged in order to promote a healthier discussion environment
from which we could extract much more data and ideas.

At the end of this iterative process, a functional prototype was produced
which was well accepted by the users, even to the ones who were initially scepti-
cal. Many of them would want this interface to provide the given functionality
to their home.
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In terms of raising user awareness, the most crucial information display
concerns have to do with cognitive load. These system should prioritize the
reduction of elements that require a lot of thinking by the user. Solutions must
be made clear. However, some users need to know the reasoning behind those
solutions, as such, explanations must be available if required, but in a discrete
way to not startle the users with a lot of information.

7 Future Work

During the execution of this work several ideas were discarded due the lack
of resources or time. Some of these ideas that may improve this system are
towards user behavior tracking and forecast. With this system, it is possible to
create behavioral models and from those models, forecasting the consequences
of certain action and better comparisons with similar users could be achieved.
This however requires an in-depth study that was considered to go out of the
work’s scope.

The biggest gap of this work is the real implementation and evaluation. In
order to properly evaluate the changes in behavior promoted by this system,
not only all the architecture must be complete, but it also requires months of
observation (to build a behavioral control model) and, ideally, years of effective
implementation of the system. Due the constraints of a master thesis, this
study was not possible by any means. The main restrictions in this work were
the underlying structure, which is still in development, and time, since this work
was planned for one year of development.
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A System evaluation table conditions

Dimension Scoring condition Score

Feedback timer greater than two weeks -1
Feedback timer between two weeks and one day 0Frequency
More than one energy consumption update per day 1
One measuring unit (e.g. wattage) -1
Two measuring units (e.g. wattage and monetary) 0Measuring units
Three or more measuring units 1
Aggregated only by the whole building -1
Timeline navigation integration 0Data granularity
Room, appliance category or appliance differentia-
tion

1

All information in one screen -1
Mixed information in one screen or related scattered
across distinct screens

0
Push/Pull

Clear information differentiation 1
Non-IT platforms (such as paper) -1
Fixed devices (such as computers and fixed energy
monitors)

0
Presentation medium

Mobile platform support 1
Situated on low visibility areas -1
Fixed on high visibility areas 0Location
Mobile platform or personal devices 1
More than 6 out of 10 usability heuristics not fulfilled -1
Between 6 and 3 usability heuristics not fulfilled 0Visual design
Less than 3 usability heuristics not fulfilled 1
No recommended actions -1
One to three types of recommendable actions 0Recommending action
More than three types of recommendable actions 1
Not supported -1
Intra-building 0Comparisons
Intra and Extra-building 1
Nonexistent -1
Forums and messaging support between users 0Social Sharing
Real-time and passive sharing of achievements 1

Table 2: Detailed analysis of the scoring process for the ten energy reporting
dimensions. These metrics aim at providing a linear and more objective measure
of each of these dimensions. The scoring mechanism gives a negative score for
non-acceptable characteristics and positive when they are ideal.
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B Solution appendix
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Figure 3: Systems’ architecture overview. The diagram shows a clear differ-
entiation between the two main modules (Device and Application) and their
interaction with the users’ devices.
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Figure 4: Home screen of the final interface with some of the UBT elements
created. 1. unit converter button and current household expenditure with
conditional coloring; 2. To give the user a quick assessment of the system status,
information as number of notifications and messages is displayed; 3. Textual
presentation of the most important energy information, according to literature
field studies; 4. Presentation of the current energy consumption in terms of a
graph for a quick assessment and analysis.

C Teste

Herewith, it is displayed all of the interfaces created along the development
phase. The screens were purposely chosen in order to compare the interface
progression.

C.1 Interface 1

To tailor the interfaces to the target users, the interfaces were developed in
Portuguese. However, language selection was one of the concerns later on.
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Figure 5: Home screen of the first functional prototype

C.2 Interface 2

Since this interface was developed with a wire-framing program, language selec-
tion was still not supported, as such, the interface is presented in Portuguese,
language of the target users.
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Figure 6: Room view screen of the first functional prototype

C.3 Interface 3

This is the first interface developed on the new architecture, where language
selection was made available.
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Figure 7: Appliance controlling screen of the first functional prototype

C.4 Interface 4

This was the last interface developed. It fully incorporates all the UBT elements
created and has the highest usability metrics, according to the usability tests
performed.
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Figure 8: Home screen of the second functional prototype
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Figure 9: Room view screen of the second functional prototype
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Figure 10: Appliance controlling screen of the second functional prototype
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Figure 11: Home screen of the third functional prototype, first in the final
architecture
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Figure 12: Room view screen of the third functional prototype, first in the final
architecture
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Figure 13: Appliance controlling screen of the third functional prototype, first
in the final architecture
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Figure 14: Home screen of the last functional prototype
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Figure 15: Room view screen of the last functional prototype
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Figure 16: Appliance controlling screen of the last functional prototype
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